CYBER SECURITY &
PRIVACY TRAINING
We learn through teaching

Intelligence-i1
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Why do We need It?
Without the internet and computers, we would not be able to conduct business
and research, use email or communicate with family or friends, do online banking,
follow latest news, social media activity, cell phone and numerous other online
activities. The tradeoff of course is, our online activity exposes us to considerable
risk to our security and privacy.
“I have nothing to hide” they say! Think again, and if you still feel the same way about your
security and privacy, send us your email username and password to
securitypriv@protonmail.com that we can read and analyse all your email messages.
We do not really want to read your emails and predict that no one will take up this offer, it does
however speak for itself.
Our presentations are aimed to equip the individual user with the knowledge, skills and a set
of powerful tools to neutralise these very real risks, not only against themselves but also
business or organisational networks they may be required to use in their daily responsibilities.
Presentations are based on an exceptional perspective of cybercrime, security and invasive
techniques which fascinate audiences. The PowerPoint part of the presentation is kept to a
minimum rather making use of actual live and practical demonstrations. Our team are
continuously broadening keynote topics while always updating them with the latest content
obtained locally and from around the world.
The Cyber Security and Privacy sessions focus on the numerous ways people with nefarious
intentions, commit acts such as stalking, harassment, theft of personal information, fraud and
hacking but also explains how they benefit from the data obtained.
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Our training and public speaking engagements cover the following topics:
Awareness

1 hour presentation, also offered at no cost to
NGO’s, public interest organisations and other noncommercial entities.

School Teen Programme (16+ age)

Specially designed for school learners age 16 and
older presented over 1½ hours. Presented in a free
flowing manner to allow full interaction with the
presenter, no adults allowed.

Organisation Presentation

Minimum 1½ hour to custom time frame for
organisations who have a specific need to be
covered.

Applied Workshops

This offered as a ½ or 1 full day workshop which
takes all aspects of online activity into account
raising the bar on skill levels.

Advanced Course

This is a 2 day intensive course for the professional
online user who needs a threat proof solution.

Audiences will immediately learn how to improve their online security and computers from
online threats, and apply better overall defensive behaviour in regards to technology in the
home or at work consequently protecting networks they are connected to.
Topics may include:
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Online information risks

Security and privacy preperation

Basic computer security

Internet access security

Threat models

Social Media

Online Accounts

Credit companies

Anonymous purchases

Anonymous communications

Cell phone security

Data, static and mobile

Life changes

Response plan

Cyber Crimes

Who is this for:
The careful internet user

Corporate employee or Executive

Human Resources Management

Government officials

Law enforcement personnel

Lawyers and members of the judiciary

Investigative journalists, online investigators

Victims of domestic violence and stalking

Identity theft or 419 scam victims

High profile and wealth individuals

Support
Each delegate will be registered (Applied and Advanced courses) with our training and support
website, which will provide full access to all the workshop and course material, tools and
discussion forum where they can receive continued support or take part in further discussions
relating to cyber security and privacy.

We also offer
Other Services:

Contact us:

Due Diligence and Verification
Email: centre@intelligence-i1.com
Open Source Intelligence

Cyber Investigations

Privacy Security and Risk Assessment
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Or visit our web site:
Website: https://intelligence-i1.com

